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Mike tried to plead the zookeeper, but the staff of the zoo was 

merciless when it came to their rules. Mike shouldn’t have thrown 

that apple into the bear enclosure and he knew it, but he wanted to 

try his luck nonetheless. 

 

The man was thrown into a dark room and was told to relax. Mike 

sighed and hanged his head low, thinking that they would let him out 

soon. Mike hoped that this wouldn’t escalate into more problems. 

 

After a while of self-reflection Mike decided to get up to find out 

where he was specifically. That’s when the man realised a corridor 

leading to a bright place. Without thinking of it twice Mike started 

walking in that direction. 

 

He stopped when he entered what appeared to be a huge forest, but 

something about it was off. Mike barely noticed that the place was 

surrounded by huge camouflaged concrete walls. Mike exclaimed in 

pain as something sharp pierced his left hip. 

 

To the man’s utter surprise he realised that he had an injection dart 

sticking out of his ass. The man quickly pulled it out and his heart 

started beating faster thanks to his increasing horror mostly. “Ow! It 

stings… Let me out, I’m sorry about that apple, please!” – Mike called 

out to the many cameras watching him from the above. 

 

Mike was starting to feel dizzy as he realised that his belly was 

starting to grow bigger. It was illusionary effect however as in reality 

the man’s entire body was growing bigger and the fat tissue was 



redistributing into other spots than formerly. 

 

Mike gasped as his nose started swelling bigger, turning moist and 

pitch black. The man frowned, worried about what was happening to 

him and how and his lips started to become limp and animalistic as 

they darkened to a shade of black. The man gritted his teeth as they 

started to push out into bigger and deadlier shapes of sharp 

carnivorous pebbles. 

 

“Oh G-God… What’s happening to me?!” – Mike asked in horror as he 

felt his ears grow warmer and then begin to turn rounder and more 

ursine. With an awful series of snaps Mike’s face started pushing out 

into an intimidating muzzle. The man groaned in discomfort and 

stared in confusion as the forming protrusion began to take more 

space in his field of view. 

 

“P-pleeeease! I don’t want to be an animal, I can’t become one!” – 

Mike yelled in fear as his body continued to grow bigger and made 

his clothes painfully tight around his growing bulk. Mike gasped as 

the button of his jeans popped off and the zipper became undone 

revealing a peculiar sight. 

 

Despite the odds Mike’s manhood was beginning to demand 

attention as it started to stiffen shamefully. Mike shook his inhuman 

head in disbelief and humiliation as his penis started to fatten up and 

elongate. The flesh started darkening and the head of the cock was 

flattening at the tip and the shaft was growing wider at the middle to 

provide Mike with an ursine equipment. 

 

Mike let out a moan and looked up as his hands began to cup his 

balls and stroke his bear-shaft. The man started growling as his 

testicles swelled bigger and his shaft began to expulse his human 

seed. 



 

Mike forgot about his worries for a moment, but that ended shortly 

as the man realised that his fingernails were growing longer and 

turning sharper. Mike gasped as he saw his hands grow bigger and 

turn clumsier. The shaped distorted until the digits became 

completely useless and his hands turned fully into paws with 

protective pads growing underneath them. 

 

The man looked down just in time to see his feet burst out of his 

shoes. Mike lost balance and fell over onto all fours as his feet started 

turning into wide and resilient hind paws of a bear. The toes grew 

longer and the flesh began to sizzle to form pillows of numb flesh. 

 

“W-wait! No, ah! It’s happeninghr thoo fashtr. Oh fuck, m-mhry 

voice! Nghr-aghr!” – Mike started freaking out as he felt his neck 

grow thicker with muscles. The bones in it were altering too as they 

readjusted his head to be more fit on a mostly quadrupedal body. 

 

Mike fell over onto his side and rolled over onto his back, then he 

started ripping his constrictive shirt to shreds, later doing the same 

with what remained of his jeans. Even Mike got caught off guard with 

how strong he had gotten and how sharp were his claws. He gulped 

and realised that he wasn’t able to form words anymore and his 

tongue only lolled out comically out of his ursine muzzle. 

 

Mike closed his eyes as his torso started crunching and popping 

madly. The man felt his shoulder blades turn wider as the movement 

of his arms became more restricted. Mike struggled to breathe as his 

chest started inflating and his ribcage began barrelling out to make 

his silhouette more imposing. 

 

The man slowly regained his breath, just to realise that his butt was 

growing larger, along with his entire lower body to give it the iconic 



shape of a bear’s rear. Mike cringed as his furless buttocks started to 

part from each other as his hips turned more feral and lost their 

human shape. 

 

The most bizarre sensation originated from the Mike’s tailbone. It 

was practically crawling under the skin, only to start putting pressure 

on it. The flesh was starting to stretch as the bones grew longer and 

started to multiply to form a stubby tail. Mike looked down at his 

paws and hoped that this would end soon, as he didn’t want to 

remain a bear forever. 

 

Mike let out a growl of surprise as he felt his limp penis move 

upwards into a more feral position. It was being hugged up to the 

lower stomach by a forming sheath, which was starting to grow 

brown fur. In fact several regions of Mike’s body were beginning to 

turn shaggy with fur. 

 

Mike growled annoyed as the itchiness all over his body became 

unbearable. He started scratching himself, but the fur didn’t stop 

covering the bare spots of his body. Only when Mike’s entire form 

was covered in a thick and somewhat protective pelt did the itchiness 

subside. 

 

The former man sighed in relief that the transformation was finished, 

but he also knew that his problems only begun. He was an animal 

now! And after squinting his eyes for a moment Mike realised that he 

was stuck in an animal enclosure. Which made him realise that it was 

all a well thought plan to make him the zoo’s newest attraction.  


